Are you ready for a NEW opportunity?
Our Cooperative

Why NEW Cooperative?
Your career goals are important to NEW Cooperative. They want to help you gain the experience and education necessary to become a professional in your field, and because their employees work with the member owners, the level of responsibility in each job position at NEW Cooperative is important.

Many employees become knowledgeable in all four core businesses; grain, agronomy, energy and feed. We are prepared to offer the opportunity to train in all areas of the cooperative, to determine your best fit and help you grow.

“As a past intern and now full-time employee, there is so much more to NEW Coop than what meets the eye and I’m constantly amazed by their proactive nature.”

-Bryce Dooley
Roelyn Agronomy
Liquid Plant Operator

Fact: Since NEW Cooperative began more than 40 years ago, its operation has grown to include 36 operating locations throughout Iowa. With a trade area that spans some of Iowa’s most agriculture rich land, the opportunities for career growth and success are abundant.

Part of something bigger
NEW Cooperative makes a big impact on the local communities in which it calls home; not only in our business dealings, but in how active our employees are in their hometowns. A large part of our employee team is involved in their local fire departments, city governments, schools and youth organizations.

A dedicated employee team
At NEW Cooperative, the employees are the heart of our company. They are proud of their work, the services they provide and the facilities and equipment they maintain and use. These employees are entrusted to provide the best service possible to our member-owners and are very successful in doing so.

It is your cooperative, and your future.
Grow your career
A wide variety of entry level and internship positions are available at NEW Cooperative. They look for interns and new hires who are dedicated, focused and looking to grow their careers with the cooperative. Each addition to the employee team is valuable to the success of NEW Cooperative and its members.

Internship Opportunities
NEW Cooperative commonly offers opportunities for internships in the areas of agronomy, feed and operations. Additional internships have also been offered in the areas of information technology, precision agriculture, communications and accounting.

Common Entry Level Positions In:
- Agronomy
- Grain Operations
- Feed
- Information Technology

“I have enjoyed my experiences with NEW Coop because the work is a complete team effort. Teamwork is vital to a successful organization.”
- Tyler Nieland
  Customer Service Specialist

A place to grow
NEW Cooperative goes above and beyond to provide its employees a work environment to grow in.

- Competitive pay
- Continuous training and education
- A growing company with a strong financial balance sheet
- Working right along with and for the member-owners
- Large service area and multiple facility locations
- Supportive work environment in a team atmosphere
- A proud cooperative history and promising future

To apply
Contact NEW Cooperative Human Resources at (515) 955-9042 or apply online at www.newcoop.com.
NEW Cooperative Human Resources Mission:
To provide a positive work environment for employees that encourages professional development, teamwork and fellowship.

www.newcoop.com